
 

 

 Blower Airline System  
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General Description: 
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 ‘Saviour’ Blower Airline System is a Five man user system which can be operated using an 

Electrical Driven Flame Proof or Non Flame proof Blower of 3000 cfm capacity.  

 Structure: This system is made out of high Quality MS material with an Impeller which can 

blowout air when powered Electrical blower and housing to house Breathing equipment. The 

structure is on lockable castor wheels with a handle and easily maneuverable. 

 Prime Movers: Electrical Driven Motor of the Blower. 

 Breathing Equipment: Five nos. of face mask, body belt and waist mounted flow regulator for 

on/off operation. 

 Body Belt: With quick release buckle and metal adaptor to fix breathing tube and breathing 

hose.  

 Breathing Hose: Five nos. of hose size– 1inch or 1/2 inch dia anti-kinking hose of 25 feet 

each.  

 

 

 All Industries incorporating Breathing Air for process applications. 

 Municipal corporations. 

 Fire and Rescue Teams. 

 Confined space entry. 

 

 Economical option for safe working in hazardous atmosphere and emergency operations. 

 Ergonomically designed Back plate for ease of usage  

 Wide view panoramic natural Rubber Face Piece. 

 Available with FLP or Non FLP Motor Starter facility. 

 Economical Solution for Multi Users. 

 Manufacturer’s Test certificate 


